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St jtenent of Problem
This thesis concerns the field of physical edac tion for boys in
the Junior High School. Its purpose is not to create a program, but to
show ho* to m:ke the present pro?rr im better so that it will, in the 1 st
n lysis, serv^ -s definite guide and aid in curriculum construction.
The trend of educ -tion is being directee towards the examination
of the educational content md value of our programs; therefore, the pro-
gr-ms -nd procedures must conform to educ it ion 1 theory ind practice. In
as much as progr -ins ire being tested by educational standards, they must
have ims, objectives, and outcomes in order to be cl.ssed s part of the
educ ition .1 process.
In promoting the development of as improved program every school
administrator is confrented rith the ne-d of evaluating the program in his
own school in the lirht of acceptable st nd rds or criteri.. ith this
idea in mind, in atte .pt will be r.-:de in thi3 thesis to show how existing
physical education procrane can be developed so th ;t they / ill me i sure more
objectively those elements which, according to our present educational ob-
jectives, go to make up I worth while program.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/physicaleducatioOOclar
8Teed for thi3 :tudy
The need for this study arises from the rapid progress m-^de in
physical educ tion in the Junior High School. There are few, if iny, v .lid
means for evaluating physic il education programs. These responsible for
Judging the xrth of progr:jn3 hive been forced to depend chiefly upon sub-
jective judgments of a rather pener 1 n iture.
limitations of th^ Study
The findings of this survey apply only to a restricted area.
Represent .tive schools in eastern Massachusetts have been under direct ob-
aervtion, and the proprm.: actually being carried out in the area studied
have been examined, criteria have been formulated, -.nd reconmendutions
offered.
Sources of Material
The material studied iras limited to Junior High School progr ms
in and ne r ^re iter Boston. Person :1 visits were m .de , nd the persons
responsible for the programs interviewed. Questionnaires were tried, but
this method proved unsatisfactory.

3The Junior High School
The Junior High School, during the l.iSt decade, has been giving
to the e rly adolescent youth a bro der educ ation than was possible under
the old eirht-four plan. The Junior High Ichool nay be defined as a re-
organization of grides seven, eight and nine ^here "there should be the
gradual introduction of departmental instruction, some choice of subjects
under guid .nc
,
promotion by subjects, provocation il courses, ,nd a social
org miz :tion th ;t c ills forth initiative ^nd develops the sense of personal
responsibility for the *elf .re of the group." ^ The emphasis i3 placed
nd an attempt is nude to help the pupils explore their own aptitudes :nd
to make at least provisional choice of the kind of work to vhich he will
Fill devote himself.
In recognizing the necessity of a distinct eauc tion :1 unit which
offers prevoc ition :1 guidance, exploration, and greater ictivity on the
part of the pupils, the Junior TTi^h "chool h.s pi .yed a vital pirt. It is
a new type of school for the adolescent, beginning at an age when he is
eager to explore his personal interested md abilities.
The curriculum of the Junior High "chool contributes materially
toward achieving domestic, economic, and civic efficiency, soci .1 adjust-
ment, worthy use of leis:re, and adequate physical and emotion .1 health.
1. "Cardinal Principles of ecandary Education", Bureau of ducation,
Department of the Interior, Bulletin ^o. 35, 1918, p. 19.

4Functions of a Junior High chool
The primary functions of a Junior Tigh School are as follows:
(1) gradual transition
(2) exploration md guidance
(3) recognition of individual differences
(4) democratization of the school system
These functions r.ay be briefly described in the following terms.
The function of gradual transition is of vital importance; it helps to pro-
vide in easier and a more natural adjustment between elementary and secondary
educition. The Junior High chool supplies an intermediate form of or-
ganization between the elementary ?nd the secondary school procedure,
^upils ire enabled to become accustomed gradually to secondary school pro-
cedures, ith th? seventh, eighth and ninth years is a transition il period,
the Junior nigh "chool bridges the most Important mortality g„p or break in
the public school system.
The function of exploration md guidance is m ide up of two
phases which re-act upon e ich other ^nd creatjs i better performance. Koos
describes exploration as "being concerned with try-out of subjects nd sub-
ject groups, nd experimental coj^cts in school or elsewhere ith occupa-
tional life" and guidance as "being concerned with other ph:sns, such s
assistance in courses or curriculum selection, .lso in the choice of pre-
sent and future lines of activity, such as occupational, recreational
,
social, etc."
1. Yoos, T . V., The Junior nigh "chool, pp. 54-55.

5Guidance offers ail efficient means for combating the difficulties
which the complexity of our modern civilization is making in society. The
school is trvinp to fit the individual into the life of a community as a
social, Mnl, and economic asset.
To deal with individual differences is one of the chief motives
of the Junior ^igh "chool. It tires to meet the varying mental capacities
and economic needs of the -upils, and it offers opportunities for over-ape
pupils by providing differentiation and classification. The curriculum of
the Junior ni^h School, therefore, is being arranged to meet individual needs
and to prepare children for the business of living.
The function of democratization in Junior Hirh :chools is carried
on by engaging in extra-curricula activities. The benefits received fulfill
the rurpose of democracy *hich is to organize society so that each member
may develop his personality primarily through activities desirned for the
well beinp of his fellor members ^nd of society as a whole. xtra-curr icula
activities provide a moral md mental outlet as a means of expressing moods
and feelings through taction.
The activities so directed create citizenship ideals, build charac-
ter forminr elements, stimulate emotional and mental abilities which deter-
mine behavior. They also develop leadership, followership, and co-operative,
dualities -hich are essential to rood citizenship in a democracy.

8Junior High 'chool Functions applied to "Physic al Education
The primary functions of the Junior High School may be closely
related to physic . 1 activities in the following ways:
Gradual transition . A propram of physical education should follow
closely the changing needs ;nd abilities of pupils from primary school
through hiph school, capitalist the force of interest -and utilize for teach-
ing purposes the very -activities in which pupils desire to participate. It
should extend from the simple gone of tag which utilizes the desire for
running, to the highly developed and organized games which make use of the
d"3ire for team work, speed, and skilled responses.
"xploration . The Junior Hiph School should offer an exploratory
program which introduces pupils to the simple types of formalized games
,
sports, -;nd gymnastics, including those which enable the adult to keep
physically fit and provide enjoyment of leisure time.
Guid ance . In the relation of physical education to guidance
"evidence seems to show that the teacher of physical education kno^s the
boy as a whole infinitely better than the classroom teacher" due to the
following reasons: ^
Contacts of the physical education teacher are in those situations
where the child is 'free agent.' In play, inhibitions arc largely ;bs-nt.
In games the broad range of e:\otions and social inpulses that are aroused
rive numerous conduct activities in which behavior patterns are objectively
observed in real situations.
1. Crowell, Charles n
. Physical ducation and Its Relationships in the High
School. The Journal of Health and Physical Education, Vol, IV, No. 3, Mar.
1933, p. 34.

7The physical education teacher considers the child .a a psycho-
biolfical unit, and not merely as a ccrebr.il cortex. The social contact
between the teacher and pupil is a close one. Therefore, because of thi3
personal relationship with the students they can give the type of personal
guidance - v ich no other teacher has an opportunity to {rive.
Individual differences . In the past, pr .ctically no considera-
tion for individual differences has been directed to physic.il education.
There haf been a gross neglect of this necessity. However, today there are
a few schools that are classifying pupils and adapting activities to the
individual needs of the Junior High "chool pupil.
To discover and to serve the needs of individual pupils, physical
education directors are beginning to secure results by u3ing various tests
and measurements.
Real progress has been made in grading physical education programs
like other subjects ^re graded. The grad d and :>bi.lities of the pupil,
few leaders in the field of physical education who have helped much to
grade programs nd care for individual differences are Brace, Cozens, ! rcCurdy,
''cCloy and ^ogers.
Progress ia building programs adapted to individual need3 h .s
r ipidly progressed to the point ?.-here aegregration of pupils for individual
attention has been made for physical deficiencies. Corrective programs
are being schedjled for pupils needing individual attention. Physical
education is being m_:de more effective by grouping for instruction for
pupils' needs, thus caring for individual differences.
Democratization . A comprehensive plan of physical education is

6carried out by a continuous program of health instruction and of physical
activities from the first gre.de through the high school. The activities
have a life-tine value, with integration of physical education a genuine
p;rt of the general program of education, and with proper distribution of
emphasis u?on athletics in corap risen with other physical activities.
.11 pupil* shoald receive their respective share of attention
by competent teach rs. The development of a wholesome attitude toward pi iy
in all its varied forms should be encouraged throughout the entire school
career. ?/aterials of instruction and activities in the Junior High School
should, whenever possible, contribute a link between physical education
and the general objectives of a secondary education. Individual differences,
needs, and handicaps are being provided for in noeern aropr a.s.
In physical activities there is in opportunity to influence certain
at '.it .ides toward play which are much needed in life today. Ey fost ring the
spirit of cliy there comes satisfaction to those who know how to play.
This aims directly toward an educational goal -— that of happiness nd
satisfaction in life. Games and sports offer opportunity for the develop-
ment of moral tad social values now demanded of education. Team play and
competitive g-ir.es *ive the individual actual experiences in co-operation
within a group -:nd also fair competition. These furnish a real experience
of life, by putting the papil in contact vith situations where he must
adapt his habits to meet new situntions and wheru the group comes ahead of
individual gain. It should aid in the development of a strong spirit of de-
mocracy and love of law and order. Under the proper teaching of organized

9athletic sports, the child will leirn quickly to respect the rights of
others, to recognize merit us demonstrated, to rospect opinions of others,
and above all to respect the rales of the game.
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Purpose of Phjglcal ducat ion in the Junior Hirh School
.ccordinp to Symonds, "there is no department of secondary educu-
ticn in which there is more confusion is to ajjfta than in physical education.
T'heir ai s which are stated try to cover too much and are vague and indefi-
nite."
1
Physical instruction for boy3, in those Junior High Schools .here
modern programs are in operation, is method of education through physical
activity. The principles, in a broad sense, are identical with the ob-
jectives of sr:n?ral education - preparation for life. The purpose is dif-
ferentiated from the oth^r phases of education only in relation to the
selected materials by which the aims are to be accomplished.
Physical education has been defined as "the contribution made to
the complata education of the child by offering an opportunity for psycho-
motor, or big muscle activity, d iring school, with physical growth md
2development as one resultant." The activities should be based on the
interests and developmental needs of the boys. They should have a meaning
and be satisfying.
The objectives of physical education conform to those of all educ -
tion according to ^opers, who 3t ttes, "it differs only in eaphaaifl s contii.-
tioned by the activities of the physical education program." These ob-
jectives should contribute directly to all the gen ral aims of education as
stated by the commission of the National Education .ssociation on the Re-
organization of Secondary .'.due at ion which are as follows: health, corm.ind of
1. Symonds, P.V. , Measurement in "econdary "ducation, p. 184.
2. "ood i Casaidy, The ,;ew Physicl duc-ition, p. 86.
3. Foper3, ^.H., Fundamental .dministr tive ^'ensures in Physical "-'ducat ion,
p. 10.
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fundamental processes, vorthy home membership, vocation, civic education,
worthy use of leisure tine, and ethical character. Physical education is a
part of the school curriculum and as such cannot be separated from the 3 ins
of general education Today, physical education is well established and
•*ell eauipped division of education in any progressive school system in
1
merica.
A modern program strives to meet the physiological needs of the
pupils. It is important that the pupils have an opportunity for participa-
tion in big muscle activities to - id them in developing org -nic vifor, cor-
rect muscular growth, nervous stability, amotion al health, a healthy per-
sonality, desirable health attitudes, and rood posture. The activities are
selected, organized ind .d~ilslsterM in miff which is hygienic from e
mental, physical, -rd cioti nal point of view.
One of the functions of a Junior High School is to provide the
acitirites ^hich are natural, spontaneous, and Joyous in a suitable environ-
ment and with adequate supervision. The activities should carry over and
form an important part of the boy's out-of-door play. It also must h ;lp
in the better preparation for obtaining the most pleasure, satisfactions,
and benefit from the use of leisure time. This .'specially true during the
Junior TTit*h School period because habits of enjoyment are like any other
habits th-y are easiest icq lired in childhood. The children of today
T.ast develop worthwhile hobbies ond avocations for tomorrow.
ccepting the principle that physical education is a part of
general education, administrators have beeozaa actively concerned with de-
1. IaPorte, m.H., ~hysical ducation Contributes to the Seven Cardinal
Principles. Journal of Health and Physical "Education, vol.IV,No.3,
Varch, IV 3, p. 10.
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fining their alM ?nd objectives. They realize the need of orpanizinp than
in terms of a v-^lid set of objectives fr^r.ed in terns of -.n accepted philo-
sophy in Todern systems of education.
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Criteri i for T*roper T-rogr-'ms
In promoting the development of an improved programs of physical
educ -.tion every school superintendent, princip- 1 and teacher in confronted
with the need of evaluating his pres?nt program in Ms o n school in the
lipht of acceptable stand ;rds or criteria. In order to evaluate such pro-
grams it becomes necessary to establish criteria of the beet educational
procedures. There must be some standard shich wi3 1 serve as a measuring
stick to duterrr.ine the degree to which the activities provided the greatest
opportunity to develop educational objectives according to those standards
r, ich h-ve been established as being the purpose of the program.
Probably t e best wiy to ascertain the value of a program is to
measure the progress made under the influence of that program. Raising the
standard of health and character in any school depends for the most part
more on the personality ".nd ability of the instructor rather than on the
facilities and course of study. To measure this progress seems almost im-
possible «ith the hereditary and environmental conditions v ich iffact the
children. nne can never be certain how much of a pupil's progress in
physical education is due to outside factors. To measure the pupil's needs
it would be necessary to classify eipils into groups in accordance ith such
f-ctors as age, height, weight so as to re .uce the influence of hnndi-
c 'ps. It would also be necessary to find the improvement shewn by pupils
through the :pnlic it ion of v*il id tests designed to test for knowledge, atti-
tudes, character, organic vitality, neuro-muscular skills, etc.
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*'ot havinr adequate tools to me as are pupil's progress in ter.ns
of abilities, the next best procedure is a relation between "set-up" and
progress of students, facilities and programs, however, ar^? the means that
teachers mu3t use in ordar to influence their pupils. "It has been demon-
strated that a scientific pra-arr ^.nged plan of work enthusiast ically fend
faithfully cirried out will preatly enrich the value of the work of iny
instructor, no ma-ter how capable, attractive, ind ingenious that instructor
may be.
It has b^en found that when a supervisor and others are asked to
criticize ^.d evaluate a program, in the absence of objective me-.ns they are
apt to pive their opinions in 3ub .Active terra of j rs.-r. 1 exoerionces :nd
2
attitudes.
n accurate evaluation will be useful in measuring t ose elements
which according to the present educational objectives go to make up a worth-
while program.
There are cert". in criteria which are in harmony with modern
theory and practice in the general field of education which cm be used to
judge the v ilue of physical education programs. ' illiams states there are
four criteria for judging the value of physical education activities. These
are based ipon the nature of man, his biological needs in relation to nation
al ideals, inherent traits, and social purposes. They are as follows:
(1) The activities must provide physiological results scientifi-
cally determined -ind indicative of wholesome functional activity of org-tnic
systens, and must be expressive of the n";ed of the rrowing organism.
1. • Course of Study ^or Junior and Senior Hi^h School .'toys, ^hysic 1
-ducation, "arinrfield, Mass., p. 7.
2. Division of Health -nd ~ vysical ducition. Bulletin Fo.E-2. California
State Department of due it ic5n, p. rv.
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(2) The activities must have meaning and significance for the
individual and should provide "c ;rry-over'* interest.
)3) The activities must provide opportunity for the individual
to exercise the desirable instinct ~echan isms by which socially useful
traits may be eveloped.
(4) The activities must offer opportunity for the inaiviaual,
under wise leadership, to meet educative situations as one of a social
group.
2
\ set of criteria sus*pested by ~lark Hetherinptcn follows:
(1) Children's ne-ds, interests and problems.
(2) *.dult social needs, the latter boing considered from the
stand point of the children's fature adult needs or the needs of society
in their future behavior.
1. illians, J.F., Principles of Physical ducation, pp. 422-42*5.
2. Hetherinpton, Clark '
.
, School rropriim in Physical ducation, orld Pook
Company, New York, 1^22, pp. 53-68.
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Composite List of ^ritcria to 'vnlu'tie -> progT'C:
The criteria previously pres nted are too broadly stated to be
of the greatest value in judging the actual conditions found in the schools
studied, '"herefore, a few bn3ic criteria are here presented as a result
of visiting supervisors and teachers of physical education. These were
obtained from their comments, su^^stions and criticisms of -vbat they con-
sidered the most essential factors in the administration of • sort!- .bile
program.
The following list of criteria for evaluating the efficiency of
a program would include the following:
1. 1 hysic il education classes should be scheduled on the
basis of physical examinations and not on the basis
of vacant periods after all other assignments have
been made.
2. deqaate special facilities shoald be provided to
secure the greatest benefit from the physical educa-
tion program.
3. dequate equipment must be provided to secure the
greatest benefit from the physical education program.
4. Tef i ite objectives seeking specific outcomes should
be st ted.
5. There should be rot less than two activity periods
prr v;eek, each of at least sixty minutes duration.
6. Classes in physical education should not average
over forty pupils p r instructor.
7. "rograms should be adapted to the needs of the
physical differences of pupils.
8. TTo strenuous activity should be attempted unless
followed Dy a shower.
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S. Fecords of outside hyaical activities should be
kept for all pupils receiving physical education
instruction.
10. ^-rooT'ims should be -regressive and graded to be of
greatest vilue.
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Date Concerning r h, rsicdl due it ion Prorrur.3
The data concerning the programs was secured by person .1 visits
Junior High :>chool3 in the followinr school systems:
' rlinpton Texmpton heading I atertown
-elmont '•'•jrlboro Saxonville '"ellesley
wramins?ham "aynard 'toneham
"eminster "elrose altham
D-5ti w-is secured on the following material fects:
1. Number of boys in school receiving physical instruction
2. Length of periods
3. Number of periods per week
4. "ize of largest cla3s°
Size of average cl"ss
Size of smallest class
5. To whnt extent is program modified to meet individual dif-
ferences?
6. How often is a medical examination given and by -shorn?
7. How often is a physical exu'.ia ,tion /riven and by whom?
8. Records kept?
9. To wh^t extent is data used for following up purposes?
10. "ethod of administering corrective A-ork?
11. Hint t°sts mnd measurements
r
'T iven°
12. Number of bovs participating in intramural program
13. list of activities tau.?ht for leisure time education
14. Program of activities?
15. .re cl S3 2 d held out-of-doors -shen possible*5
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16. list cf equipment .nci facilities?
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Su-'r- .ry of Invest igat ion
School vumber of Length of Periodi 'ize of classes
boys in periods per Largest- ::!n'illest- vornge
school week
A 251 30-60 2 40 14 16
B 553 40 2 57 31 44
C 85 75 1 50 25 32
D 140 40 3 40 25 30
E 250 55 7-6-4) 52 39 44
9 -2)
T 256 45 2 51 30 36
280 60 7-8-2) 35 12 25
9 -1)
H 455 45 2 53 38 42
1 195 45 2 45 13 35
J 248 45 2 62 23 48
I 155 40 2 42 29 31
L 260 60 2 68 35 45
300 45 2 55 30 35
N 82 45 2 40 38 39
230 75 1 55 35 4Q
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School
To what extent
is program modi-
fied to meet
individual dif-
ferences
TTow often is a
medical examina-
tion riven
How often is a Records
physic il examina- kept
tion given
A none
assigned by year
B three corrective
classes
C Serious c i3es
riven special
work by correc-
tive teacher
once a year
once a year
once a year
not given
four times a
year
twice a year
ves
medical
yes
yes
only t/.ose ex-
cised by physi-
cian
once a year once a year yes
medical
work in correc-
tive clinic
once a year not riven ves
medical
P Corrective ^vork
G do special cor-
rective work by
themselves
once a year
once i year
twice i year
once 1 ye ir
more often for
defective pup-
ils
yes
^es
H none-classes meet
irregularly
I none
assigned by year
once a year
pupils only
on request of
physical direc-
tor
once -j. year
only a t re-
quest of par-
ent
yes
no
none
none - boys are
not separated
from girls
once a year
on request of
homeroom tea-
cher or physi-
cal director
three times a
year
pvery month
yes
only height
and weight
none once a year twice year ves
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To what extent
is proprair modi-
fied to meet
individual dif-
"chool ferences
V. none
N none
ath. by wnirht
How often is a
redic;l itull >
tion rriven
once i year
once I ye r
once a ye-r
Hot? often is a
physical ox-irrina-
tion piven
twice a year
once a year
twice a year
Records
kept
yes
yes
yes
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chool Extant diti used
for follow up
purposes
A malnutrition
work
B correction of
physical defects
C posture, weight
-^d feet
D none
B corrective rork
? corrective work
G corr ctive • ork
H none
1 none
J none
K malnutrition
L none
M malnutrition
N corrective work
corrective work
^'ethod of adminis-
tering corrective
work
no program attempt-
ed
three corrective
classes t?ice a
week
clinic for serious
defects
posture stressed
and corrective
drills
corrective clinic
(special teacher)
U3e photograph
individual in-
struction
corrective work
during regular
period
not attempted
not attempted
spec i ll group
T7ork each week
not attempted
spec i- 1 group
once <i T^eek
during regular
class work
school nurse
individual atten-
tion in a clinic
Tests -md —mum
ments given
none
achievement
none
physical capacity
achievement
photography for
posture
ocular rnoasure; . ?nts
achieve- ent on skills
none
r.one
none
none
none
achievement
physic ll efficiency
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School 'lumber of T3oys Intramural
work
Fall inter Spring
.
Activities for Leisure Time
i iter.-3Chor.stlc competi-
tion
tennis
volley b .11 soccer
B interschol stic competi-
tion
dancing tr-^ck
tennis soccer
baseball
60 65 50 volley ball
basketball
soccer
baseball
135 100 125 soccer
basketb 11
baseball
trick
200 220 100 dancing
track
b iseball
touch football
farces of lo.i org .nization
86 30 200 Handball
soccer
volley ball
track
interschol stic speed ball
quoits
volley ball
box hockey
H
I 20
60
40 30
seasonable sports
volley ball baseb ill
track
170 216 160 speed ball volley ball
baseball
50 30 volley ball baseball
basketb ill
160 2C0 110 speed b .11 volley ball
baseball
V 80 90
40
60 seasonable games
horse shoe pitching
soccer baseball
150 100 125 tag football volley bill
soccer basketball
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"chool ^rogram of Activities
Fall "inter
Classes held out-of-doors
Spring
A soccer apparatus tun- baseball
football bling, I ;rching tr ick
free exercise tennis
basketball
volley ball
games of low
organization
yes
B soccer
football
E
soccer
football
volley
ball
play-
ground
g< res
soccer
touch
football
soccer
touch
football
victory
ball
apparatus
boxing
corrective
•ork
marching
pyramid build-
ing
stunts, free
exercise,
ga—i of low
organization
tumbling
tvrestling
health instruc-
tion, volley
ball, basket-
ball, rope
cl irrbing
physical effi-
ciency tests
games of vari-
ous types
games of low
organization
apparatus
apparatus
boxing, d mcing
pyramid build-
ing, stunts
tabling
wrestling
games of low
organization
free exercise
marching
fc seb ill
track
tennis
yes
track
volley ball
baseb ill
yes
tr lCk
baseball
baseball
track
Mtat ball
yes
yes
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""chool
E
^rogram of \ctivities Classes
Fall "inter Spring
soccer, tag informal game
football program, pos-
ture work
apparatus
tumbling
stunts, indoor
track, basket-
ball
touch foot- apparatus t". T * \ V
ball corrective tumbling
football work , free
exercise, games
of low organiza-
tion nvrehinp
stunts, volley
ball, tumbling
soccer apparatus .Torch- baseball
touch foot- ing, stunts track
ball free exercise
t.'irrh 1 1 tia
wrestling
football basketball indoor base-
relays volley ball ball, indoor
genres of formal exercise trick
low organ- on apparatus
ization tumbling
basketball
football t umbl inr , basket- baseball
f md anient a is ball skills
free exercise
game 8 of low
organization
wmd -nd dumb-
bell drills
-arching
Cilisthonics
apparatus app-ir-itus apparatus
tumbling tumbling tumbling
free exer- free exereise free exercise
cise n;rching marching
r.arching basketball basketball
basketball spee . ball speed ball
speed ball
doors
jrea
yes
no
impossible no
pi y yard
yes
no
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chool Trogram of
Fall
football
fundamentals
ctivities
Winter
tumbling
march in
g
wand drills
free exercise
formal calis-
thenics
marching-
Spring
Classes hald out-of-
doors
track
games of low
organization
no
}* soccer
football
fundamentals
touch foot-
ball, play-
ground games
wrestling
apparatus
marching
games of low
organization
basketball
fund uaont ils
of indoor base-
ball
track
baseball
pi iyground
games
N tag football basketball
soccer
league
skills ,rel iys
games
,
b -.sket-
ball la ague
calisthenics
apparatus
t'ambling
stunts
achievement
tests and
class league
in soft foot-
ball
yes
soccer
football
fundamentals
volley ball
playground
games
health instruc-
tion
,
basketball
f .mdarent". Is
rope climbing
physicl effi-
ciency tast
games of vari-
ous types
track
field funda-
ment a Is
baseball
fundamentals
ves
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School list of equipment
A pi:no, ropes, stall
bars, mets, rings
,
vaulting box, high
bar
Indoor facilities
'xercise floor
width 65 ;*eet
length 70 feet
height 27 feet
lockers have ade-
quacy, s-fety,
s an it it ion and
convenience
showers consist of
nine water heads
Outdoor facilities
large ployrround
unbroken by buildinrs
B 16 its , horse
,
sr>r..ng board, beat
bo rd .Swedish box
parallel bar,
ts
three rrits
parallel bar
vsuitin" box
exercis floor 30
feet by 100 feet
heirht 12 feet
no lockers
no showers
exercise floor
width 30 feet
length 40 feet
height 12 feet
no showers
adequate lockers
exercise floor
50 feet square
no showers
no lockers
large pi .yfield , four
tennis courts
,
fuotb-ill, soccer
b -seball
large playground
unbroken by buildings
cont ;ininr two acres
large playground
unbroken by buildinrs
containing two cres
fenced in
E piano, mats
horizontal bar
horse, rings
p^r^llel bar
climbing copes
ladder, sta] 1 bar
exercise floor
idth 60 feet
1 ngth 80 feet
height 20 feet
rest room
corrective room
adequate lockers
which had sanita-
tion and conven-
ience, adequate
slower facilities
playfield consisting
of two acres unbroken
by buildings and
fenced in
mats, parallel bar exercise floor 40
feet by 40 feet
ased in conjunction
with crirls, width 40
feet length 80 feet
height 24 feet
showers inadequate
lockers inadequate
lerge pl.ypround but
not attachrd to
school grounds, ap-
proximately ^00 y rds
from school building
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School T ist of equipment
mats, rings, climb-
ing ropes ,purul lei
bars
H piano, mats
parallel bur
horse
mats, rings,
climbing ropes
horse
raqts, winds
VMultinc box
dunb-bells
Indoor facilities
exercise floor
idth 30 feet
length 65 feet
height 14 feet
lockers hive no
convenience but
have sanitation
and safety, shower
room not adequate
three water heads
and small in size
internal arrange-
ments very poor -it
times necessary
for boys to use
lunch room to ex-
ercise when period
onflicts with
girls class
exercise floor
width 40 feet
length 70 feet
height 30 feet
lockers have con-
venience safety
and adequacy but
no sanitation
shower room has
10 water heads but
seldom used as
drainage is poor
exercise floor
width 35 feet
length 65 feet
height 18 feet
lookers do not
have convenience
adequacy, safety
or sanitation
^xercise floor
width 45 feet
length 120 feet
height 22 feet
lockers had con-
venience, safwty
sanitation and
adequacy, showers
were adequate
Outdoor facilities
play space of one
and one-h .If .cres
unbroken by fold-
ings
large unbroken
playground con-
taining four acres
no play y rd
fenced in play-
ground unbroken
by buildings
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School
K
T ist of equipment
long horse, five
.its
,
parallel bar
mats, winds,
d imb-bells
basketballs
volley b^lls
indoor baseballs
horse
T.-ts, horse
climbing ropes
rings
Indoor facilities
exercise floor
width 40 feet
length 50 feet
height 12 feet
no showers .lockers
inadequate and not
convenient
^xr^rcise floor
* idth 50 feet
lenrth 75 feet
height 27 feet
lockers have ade-
quacy, safety,
sanitation and
convenience
exercise floor
width 50 feet
length 70 feet
height 27 feet
showers adequate
locKera inadequate
in number
Outdoor facilities
playground badly
broken by build-
ings
Is rp-e pi yground
unbroken by
b .ildings but
owing to clos ness
of -noth'-r school
activities ?.re
curtailed bee .use
of intorferring
with lbs other
school
large fenced in
playground
N m -ts, hifh b?.r
parallel b ;r
s-ring board
climbing ropes
rings,
chest weights
p erallel bar
nuta
climbing ropes
exercise floor
width 45 feet
length 60 feet
height 2B feet
showers adequate
lockers adequate
exercise floor
width 45 feet
length 70 feet
height 2B feet
adequate lockers
adequate showers
small fenced in
playground un-
suited for play
activities
large playground
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"umnary of the Investigation
The inquiry regarding the present status of physical education
in Junior nisrh Schools wis done by personal visits and interviewing persons
responsible for physical education programs. The result of the investiga-
tion presents evidence that there is need of more and of better physical
education work along all lines. Physical education his not kept pace with
the general educational scheme. There must be a closer integration of
physical educ .tion prorrm and method with current practice in education.
From the data of this study the need for better programs .vill be evidenced.
Application of Criteria to the "rograms tudied
The basic criteria were obtained from confronts, sufpestions ^nd
criticisms fro» supervisors and toaehtm of physical educ tion of what they
considered the most essential factors in the administration of a worthwhile
program. "Hiese factors ;ill be discusses in detail in the summaries md
criticisms in the following pages.
Its pur-ose is not to create a program, but to show hov to make
the present program better so that it will, in the last analysis, serve as
• defirixe .'-aide and aid in curriculum construction.
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Number of Boy3 in School
7rora the total number of boys enrolled in school md the nuriber
of periods per week, it was ascertained th it there is a waste of rds-group-
ing, over-grouping una undergrouping. It was found that the grouping of
classes could be now evely divided. k method to ;;void existing condi-
tions would be to srite physic il education on the students' program
1
first.
administrators arranged all other cl-isses first and then fitted
physic-.l enaction into the schedule as best they could, with little
thought of the effect on the physical education program md on the pupils,
they did secure the maximum amount of efficiency from their curriculum.
However, titer* h-ns been soma recognition for physical education as an inte-
gral subject in the curriculum. Tn most SUM it is the list subject in
the curriculum to be scheduled, but there is a trend to schedule physical
education program first. This baa been convenient both in curriculum
making *nd in program scheduling.
1. illi jns, J. 7. Dambach, J. &. Schwendener , N. ,fet v ods in rhvsical
^duc ition, p. 112.
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/
Lengrth of Periods.
The length of period moat often found was one of forty-five
minutes duration. The longest was seventy-fiv^ minutes and the shortest
thirty minutes.
The most useful priod suggested by the instructors was a period
which consisted of sixty minutes. They bused their claims on the follow-
ing considerations: it \llows ample time for changinp into gymnasium cos-
tume, a shower b-;th, ind dressing it the end. This allows ipproximitely
forty minutes for class instruction and clas3 activity, -r.d s deemed suf-
ficient to accomplish the aims of the lesson program planned.
In periods of less t v an forty minutes schools .ro not attempt-
irt to give their students a shoT?er because of the 8mr.ll amount of time
actually left for class activity.
This practice of not riving pupils a shower after a period of
strenuous activity i3 to be condemned. It is not hygienic and leaves the
pupils in a condition of unrest the remainder of the school session.
No strenuous activity should be attempted unless followed by a
1
shower.
1. ^chool Health Program, hite House Conference on Child Health and
Protection, Century Company, 1932, p. 120
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Kumber of Instruct ion >1 Periods
The number of instructional periods per week for physical educ-
tion varied from one to four. The majority of programs pave two periods.
The greatest number of periods, -^ich wis four, was found in but one prograri.
Three periods were found in four nrograms. One period occurred in three
programs.
The number of periods ilso varied for the grade in school.
Grades seven and eirht received the same number, which was greater than
gride nine, ^here such distinctions vere made.
"Host pupils will need from four to five periods of large-muscle
activity during school hours weekly to maintain their physical fitness or to
correct deficiencies.''
The report of the "hite House Conference on Child Health and Pro-
tection advocate I program for Junior High Schools of not less than one
2
hour daily.
To meet the needs of big muscle activity during school hours, as
advocated by Pogers and the Report of the V*hite House Conference on Child
Health and "Protection, gymnasium and tiluysround facilities must be idenu^te
to care for all the pupils. It is possible to maintain physical fitness
and correct physical deficiencies for a school of about a thousand pupils
with proper facilities and equipment.
t
1. Rogers, F.R. , Fundamental Measures in Physical Education p. 192
2. hite House Conference on Child Health and Protection, The School fie s 1th
Program, Century Company, Hew York, 1932 p. 211

Sizes of Classes Comp .red to adequate Teacher Load
The sizes of classes for physical education, in the date secured
from the programs, varied from those of twenty to thirty-five pupils
1
which is considered adequate teacher load, if it is to be educative
to schools whare one instructor is expectea to handle groups of eighty or
more. The over-sized classes seemed to ruin the possibilities of good
teaching bee '.use the problem in a largo class was not one of education
but of management.
The sm°ll classes of ten to fifteen pupils m Ae up a class in
which the instructor is handicapped and unable to do a good job of teach-
ing. The instructors themselves preferred classes of :it least tv;enty-
four pupils.
Undergroaping is not as frequent as ovorgrouping, yot i3 as
great a m ; stake as overgrouping. .n instructor cannot be expected to do
a good job of teaching under 3uch conditions.
Today the actual practice throughout the Eastern part of the
country is to h .ve between forty and sixty pupils in a class under one
instructor. m instructor cannot secure maximum efficiency because the
problem is more apt to be one of discipline than important teaching and
learning of activities, functional motor skills, desirable attitudes and
stand irds
.
1. "illi ans, J. F.
,
Dambach, J.I, ind c5chwendener, N. , !*et ods in Physical
Education, p. 113.
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Boys -.nd girls should each have 1 trge separate gymnisiums nd
play areas. Locker ?nd shower 'iccomnodutions must be provided to t ike cure
of large classes ranging from eighty to one hundred .nd twenty-five pupils.
leaders in the field of physical education assert that physical eduction
1
to be educative should not range over thiitty-five pupils per instructor.
Sufficient instructors should be provided for according to the number of
pupils in the class.
To have physical educ tion, not only as a procedure to keep all
pupils physically fit and secure organic development, but as a teaching
•nd learning subject, classes should average about thirty-five pupils per
instructor. In l^rge schools adequate spice and a sufficient number of
instructors should be rrovided. If several instructors for the same
period with large groups are scheduled, this method will produce the
maximum efficiency and accommodate lirge numbers of pupils in a single
gymnasium or playground area.**
1. illiams, J.?., Pambach, J. and "chwendener
,
!'.'.,
T
'ethods in Physical
ducation. p. 113.
2. illiams, J.?., ^arabach, J. and :^chwt;ndener , N. , ?'ethocs in Physical
Education, p. 113.
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Individuil Differences
Physical education programs are stressing identical gymnastics
and s ort activities for all pupils without modifying programs to meet the
individual differences. In one school pupils will be grouped for class
instruction on a basis of physical fitness; in another the basis of divi-
sion is scholastic attainment; while another found more frequently th n
either of these, is to group pupils having a common vacant period after
other classes ire scheduled.
The programs, no matter how excellent, were not considered ade-
quate because they did not affect all the pupils in their respective
schools. It was found that individuals who were ill or injured v?ere allow-
ed temporary excuses, but many pupils who were able to attend school regu-
larly were not securing much benefit from some form of properly adapted
physical education procedure. The pupils reporting to the physical educa-
tion teacher ?:ith temporary excuses v/ere sent to some one of the following
places: the rest rooms, the study hall, or assigned to a modified activity
period elsewhere.
"apils assigned to aft -rschool athletic groups for practice
during a given sport season, were returned to their regular gymnasium
classes at the c'ose of that particular sport. This however, occurred in
only a few cases, tfcfl others were granted no exception from classes if
engaged in intramural or interschol istic competition. No school considered
whether the boys '«ere s°c jring sufficient exercise -.nd activity outside
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the school program. If the racords of the physical dir ctor shored an
index of all outside activities, t e director could iBii^rx to e ^ch pupil
1
that which really constitutes for him physical education.
1. Blair, Herbert, Objectives in Physical Education* Education, pril 1933,
p. 504.
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Health x :nin tion
The medical examinations *ere given always by a physician with
the assistance of a nurse or the physical director. In some cases the
dentist also co-operated. All schools but two reported that they had an
annual medical examination -.nd these two schools sent th^ pupils to their
school physician when in doubt whether it was advisable for them to engage
in vigorous activity.
The examinations were given annually and consisted mainly of
the following items: the history of the child, the measurement of height
and weight, -.nd the examination of the eyes, ears, nose and throat, glands,
skin, and nutritional status. If the pupil was found to be in need of
further examination he was advised to see his own physician, or to go to
a clinic.
The function of the school medical service was not to make a
diagnosis or to ?ive treat: ent but to assist the school in its work of
education and to refer to the p-irents and to the family -hysician, cildren
with remedial defects. The school routine was but a partial examination -
a physical examination from a medical standpoint.
It is the custom of physical directors to give physical examina-
tions which consist mainly of the following items; age, height, weight,
posture and footprints. Several schools are recording lung capacity and
saine deviations.
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Comments on Firdings of Health .x mination
There seems to be lacking a close relationship and contact be-
tween the personnel of the school medical service and the personnel of
physical education. The medical servica does not always function to
aliminate unhealthful activities from the program. Furthermore, it does
not a!w ys contribute to the objective of avoidance of preventable disease,
ind the development and maintainance of healthy bodies and minds. These
facta should be primary aims in any well balanced program in physical
education.
There is a lack of effort to ru^rd against unhealthful over
activity, and modification of individual programs ?ihen the physical condi-
tion of individual students require it. \ need for closer follovi-up ser-
vice for the correction of remedial defects discovered in the health exami-
nation and a more co-operative spirit in the health program is also lacking.
The examination should' preferably be m ;de by the family physi-
cian, "hen the family physician acta as eximiner, he does not record his
findings in the aame terms as the school examiner. The records are not
similar in type, and are not in convenient form for school use and for
fIliac ^ith school health records.
SchooLa are not emphasizing the importance of having parents
presant when the examination is made in order to secure the interest of the
parent in following up annual extinctions. It would <ilso help to avoid
criticism, since boys should be striped for examinations, as no other pro-
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cedure will permit reliable conclusions. . thorough examin .tion is n.^ces-
s lry to judge nutritional and health conditions of individual pupils.
Because the records do not constitute a cumulative record of
the child the physical director cannot transfer the findings to hi*; own
record cards. The school medical examiner could vastly improve the value
of his rork if he would note his findings in understandable terms for
educational purposes and thus, be of greater aid to nurses, physical direc-
tors and othT school officials. There should be a better co-ordination
between the school examiner and the physical instructor and the forms used
should be prepared with their collaboration.
In physical education the desire to be fit for participation in
sports was found to be one of the greatest motives for the observance of
healthful practices.
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Keeping of Pecords
In the majority of the schools the records, after being secured
from testing and raeaauring programs are filed and remain there, to all
intents and aurposes useless records in the office of the physical
director. The hours spent by a physician and physical director in ob-
taining tho data of the physical examination are largely wasted. The re-
cords are mute evidence for a lob half completed because 1 follov«-up
method his not been attempted. This was expeciilly true for the correc-
tion of physical defects.
Use of Data cecured from Health Examinations
The programs as i group do not follow-up the data secared from
the health examinations. In one-half of the schools the records of
medical ?nd physical examinations mean but time and effort lost.
This is borne but by the fact that programs are not classify-
ing boys according to their individual differences. Indeed frequently
there is no program set up that provides for these individual differences.
School nurses use the data to some extent in checking malnutri-
tion. Only in a few schools, where clinics are held, there is much effort
made to utilize this valuable information.
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Adpinlstr.it ion of Corrective ftroggagl
Far mora programs ignore the phase of correcting physical defects
than any other important objective of physical education. The lack of
corrective -ro-k appears to be the greatest outstanding need of physical
education programs. No program is balanced and complete without such
recognition. The development and expansion of this phase has been parti-
cularly slow in the ast. Corrective rooms and special teachers for this
purpose have not come to be an integral part of the Junior High School
programs as in other parts of the country, especially the far est.
Three schools ire attempting a corrective program in limited
and modified way. Two of the thrae schools er;ploy trained teachers to
carry on the activities specifically adapted to the needs of physic .illy
handicapped children who are te porarily or permanently unable to carry
on beneficially the regular reo aired class work. The other school is
attempting corrective work for large classes which average sixty-two
pupils per class.
The administrators believe that corrective programs are the work
of the orthopedic surgeon and the medical man, and that they should hive
little to do with them other than to recognize the abnormality and to see
that it is brought to the attention of the expert who c >n best handle it.
Two types of defects ~hich the directors feel they can advantageously
handle are: correction of painful feet and correction of functional postural
dafects.
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Five school programs ore stressing preventive objectives which
include the following:
(1) '"eak feet from b-comin? flat.
(2) Spinal curves from becoming more exaggerated.
(3) Postural deviations by strengthening the abdominal muscles
and the muscles between the shoulder blades.
The remaining schools mide no attempt to have a definite plan
for the prevention or correction of ^hysic^l defects.
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Te8t3 :md Veosur. agents
It was found that physical education programs are not taking into
account th" no^d for measurement . l-'rom the fifteen schools, but eight
-r; at-.)" ptin" to c-tr^y on i t stinj» pregm, :.nd oi* thlMM eight, two in
a limited way. The following kind of tests :vere found: P.ogers Physical
Capacity "est in but a single sch.o; circumference of bicept muscles in
another; Tbility achievement t?sts given in moderate degrees in all
the eight reporting having a xrieasiring program.
The programs lack "measuring stick" to record accurately to
what extent there is development and improvement taking place, rind to
indicate to what extent the child i3 progressing from month to month .nd
from yerjr to year. The programs are not planning for the child's future
or directing him into activities that will be of value to him in life.
n attempt should be made to fit the program to the child instead of
giving the s ime type of program for all.
The present judgments of progress and achi v nt are not ac-
curate ; there is n ed of scientific -jsasurinc to determine to what extent
the aims of physical education are being achieved. T'uny teachers of
physical education have not acquainted themselves -»ith the scientific
procedures which have been developed vithin the list five years. TAich
progress has been rrndo, in setting up objective standards for classifying
students mi measuring their achievement , and in devising various methods
of constructing tests.
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Tests and measurements are particularly important, although
they serve many purposes, two are outstanding: first, the measurement of
progress of individual learning, and secondly, the establishment of bases
for marks.
Too many schools are taking it for granted that they are asking
progress in physical education and have not awakened to the value of a
testing program, Sehoolfl a ill find it worth trying because the tests
vr ill detect defects of loopholes in their teachings. Te3ts v;ill ulso
help to check and record the pupils* progress systematically
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Intranural "'"rogr ams
"^he intradural progr-n rhich is much advertised does not function.
?rora the total of fifteen schools, but four carried on a strictly intra-
mural program, "ix schools c irried on a partial intranural program with a
program of interschool and interscholastic competition, in order to select
the most promising material in athletic ability to compote with other
near-by schools after they finished their intramural program. The remain-
ing five schools engaged entirely in interscholas^ic competition.
There is a trend toward making the intradural, i^nteischool and
interschola3tic programs responsible for the building up of the foundation
for the future major athletic saort tea-ns in high school. There is a
tendency to inject into 11m Junior High School, the prevalent Senior High
School =thletic rogram. """he intr m U 1 progr m has been more firmly
1
established in the far ind mid.- 1 ;.-. ;/-st t> n it has been in the ost.
however, many follow in part the advise given in an article
found in the Sixth ve r Book of the Rational ducat ion ssociation on the
Development of the T!is>h School "urricilum from which I quote, "The Junior
Hifrh ^ch:ol age is of vital importance in both boys' and girls' physical-
moral development. To the physical education department falls the major
responsibility, because of intimate contact in critical situations. The
avoidance of over strain is an essential factor in the care of this group.
The tendency to inject into the Junior High School the prevalent lenior
High School athletic and social program is lamentable and fraught with
l.'ass. Tept. of due, Bureau of "bysical ducition, "ews letter No. 23
'Ct. 27, 1933.
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danger.
"
The intramural activity program instead of bemgvone of the most
important considerations in Junior ~iph School program is willfully neglect-
ed. The amount of time devoted to physical education during each dny is in-
sufficient to satisfy the growth and needs of the boys. The physic il edu-
cation activities of the Junior Kirh r chools are not being suppler.anted
by long periods of natural play outside of school hours. .s R v\hol ., the
functions rroviding activities which are natural, spontaneous .;nd joyous
in a suitable environment and T-ith adequate supervision are not actually
beinp carried out. This is borne out by a statement in a TTewa " etter
sent by the Massachusetts "Depart - ^nt of Education, bureau of ! hysical Kdu-
cation, to all Physical education directors Which states, Hone of the
criticises of physical education which is h ;rd to defend is the intra;.oral
program, "he so-called big after school program we hear so much about is
a myth."
2
^ut two schools made ail effort to have an athletic department
aiming at activities for every student and to carry on a completely organi-
zed program *hich attempted to brinp every individual, as far as possible,
into some a;ort or activity. The most notable school attempting to carry
on a promm eddeavcring to have every boy engaged in some activity was
the "alter % Parker Junior "igh ch.ol of Heading.
1. Department of Superintendence, The Development of the High School Currieu-
lum, "'ixth Tear Book, National Education uisociatxon, ashington, D. C.
?eb. 1928, p. 463.
2. t'ass. Dept. of "cue. Bureau of Physical education. Hews Letter No. 21,
Jan. 83, 1932, p. 1.
I
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Education for leisure
The activities being taught for leisure time education are mostly
the se'js ;nal athletic sport activities of football, soccer, b is/cett»;;ll
,
baseball, track and tennis. One school program is offering hand bull
instruction and two others playing of quoits.
The physical education departments are not taking it upon them-
selves to "ive sufficient attention to training in activities that can be
maintain^ through life. The physical education departments are issuminp
responsibility for training in si ills that have a present carry-over value
to the students, ir.ainly in that they are a training to develop future high
school at^lates and not for the future as adults. The schools are not
facing the roblero of the fut ire, «hich is, how we can use the increasing
a-rtount of leisure time more profitably from the standpoint of the individ-
ual and society. The children of today ar - not developing worthwhile
hobbies and avocations for the futare. The schools are not making it a
matter of °ducation to create vlthin each individual the capacity for salf-
en.1oyrr.-^nt in his free hours when he is left to ftia own resources.
The schools have an ppnortunity to develop at the Junior High
School age interests and attitudes favorable to the continuance of parti-
cipation in activities that :ro healthful, enjoyable, >;nd tl.at make for
valuable friendly contacts.
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Content of ctivity grogggg
The activities taurht in the various jronrams can be classified
1
an'.er the follo-.irg heads:
(1) Games end free play
(2) Caaies of low organization
(o) -.taletics and sports
14) Fundamental skills
(5) Individual self- testing activities such as stunt3, tur.blinp,
and apparatus ex rcis-is.
(6) 3olf-dofensive ;nd personal contact activities
(7) Corrective ryrnnastics
\&) Calisthenics nnd ot\er artificial exercises.
The activities used d ponded on the season, age and size of the
classes. However, the factors of age and size of class played only a snail
factor in the activities used. The majority of pro grains five tne same
material for all grades, expectinp better skills and technique fron the
older froups.
Th?re is a tendency to enphasize a single phase of the program
to the detriment of others. The coach without rofessional preparation
in physical education is perhaps the bippast offender, yet, coaches vith
professional preparation are equally guilty in trying to develop future ma-
terial for his, or the high schools' athletic teams. The result of such
tactics is that the major part of the Tocram activities is devoted to
1. "bite House Conference on Child Health and Protection. The School
Health Program, Century Company, New York, 1932.
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development of athletics und sports.
There is a 1 nek of planning of programs; the teach rs are teach-
ing from r.' : ory, th° inspiration of the moment, or daily inclination.
ith exception cf throe schools, no programs for daily, ninthly,
•.\nd yearly raidsnce -sere available. Only one school was able to produce
a program covering in detail the wore covered dur inf the previous ye r.
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r l-..ce for Classes
ith the exception of two scho Is the classes whenever possible
were being carried on out-of-doors, ^hree schools having a United play
area wher-1 it was not possible to carry on some form of activity did r.ot
t-ake advt^tage of it. "^wo schools did not have the facilities to con-
duct p^ysicil education classes out-of-doors. s a shole, the schools
were taking advantage of the freak nir and sunshine believing there is
no substitute for it.
hen?ver ossible the work in physical education should be
c Tried on out-cf-aoors. "however, pupils should not be subjected to
conditions that -.vi"!l be conducive to lowering bodily resistance and undue
discomfort. During periods of snov; or rainfall, when the ground is muddy,
and usually when the temper -.tare is below forty degrees Fahrenheit , it is
better to conduct physical educrtxon classes indoors."
1. hit j "cuse Conference on Child Health and Protection, The School
Health rrogram, p. 210.
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quipra nt
The equipment, which Includes in the main thoso facilities ".shich
are sjsrsbls and usually BMd fceot to be replaced 9M frequently as supplies
,
-*ere found adequate to inset the typos of program being used. From all
appearances schools which have ulequate equipment do not use it to their
best advantage. ~quipmant for hysical oducation is just as essential as
machines in the manual traini f department. r'any activities desirable in
physical education are possible only when certain types of equipment are on
hand.
Supplies, including various typos of balls, nets, bats, etc.,
which must be continually replaced ?verc not taken into consideration. The
schools visited had sufficient supplies to porrait acquirement of skills by
pupils taking part in the progr&Sfc
The minimum essentials in gymnasium equipment should consist of:
basketball equirn-nt, pyraiasiurr. ntl| volley ball equipment, indoor base-
ball equipment and Ju*cp standards, desirable additions suggested included
horizontal bar, climbing ropes, parallel bars, horses , una bucks.
A. Indoor facilities:
1. Gymnasium - The ryranasiuras Tarled in sizes and locality
in the schools. It sill is a practice to put the pym-
nasiums down in the bas ments r.hern there is a lack
of fresh air and sunshine. The sizes of the rymnasiums
1. hit r.ouse Conference on Child Health and Protection, The School Health
rrogram, p. £17.
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were not adequate for the 1- rge number of pupils
taking physical activities. In order to accommo-
date many classes, it was a question of the number
of gymnasiums rather than their size. .>. large gym-
nasium (divisible into two separate gymnasiums ^as
used in five schools. These were not desirable ac-
cording to instructors because of interference with
each oilier* I school auditorium wis found in use in
only one school. Th i lack of storage space for equip-
ment was a factor that needed attention. Tho offices
of the directors were being used for consulting
r cms but not adequately equippod and were remote
from the gymnasiums.
2. locker rjoms - rhe locker rooms as a whole were
not light and oiry, many being in dark 3tuffy places.
The lockers were of varied types and the locker
r^ams were inadequate in size to maet the demands
of 1-irge classes. I'^our schools supplied clean
towels. The click combination padlock is being
.ised in the majority of schools.
3. 3ho*er baths - In all but four schools the shower
baths *ere adequate to care for the large classes.
. period of less than forty-five minutes DM too
brief and permitted bathing at the expense of
valuable lesson time. In several schools tho
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drains were not large enough to take care of
waste water and caused flooding of locker rooni3.
The central control by v?hich the instructor can
adjust the temp'-rat ; irc of the water from hot to
cold for all shower heads is being used in eight
schools.
B. Outdoor facilities:
The size and number of fields did not coincide; 7ith
the size of the schools, ''any of the fields had
United spice ond ere unsafe for athletic types
of games. The sp cos ware not large enough for
both boys and girls to play at the same time,
particularly after school hours. Several school
grounds rv -re not i.n c ondition to be of the great-
est value. Thrr^ ig need of equipment for out-
door basketball, volley ball, tennis, horse shoe
pitching or quoits, ^x\<x ball fields.
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Aims and b.^-ct ive s
n examination of the st at em nts of the aims objectives b
shown in the schools examined , reveals that there T?as a lack of agreement
as to the aims and objectives of physical education as well as the means
to be followed in ittaininp them.
The exapaasis is being placed on vorthy sue of leisure time in
some places, while in otb rs toe er.phasis was placed on the rules of health-
ful living. Some .hysical educationists urge instruction in the hyriene
objective, ?/hile ethers place errhasis on the acquisition of skills and
the cultiv°tion of interest in r -creational activities.
It was apparent to the observer that the aims given by several
instructors were not lived up to in aetual practice. In :• linos t every case
the offender was a man hired to cO;ich athletic teams, ana teaching in the
gymnasium had been added as ridditionel work in order to justify his salary.
The coaches without profession 1 preparation in physical education were
using t v e e-ymnasium classes to build up varsity material for their high
school team and neglecting the we r<lings. It follows muvitably that
t ese untrained men are unaware of the broader aspects of phvsicul educa-
tion tr uning and have not been cons icuously successful in building up
a compreh^ sive physical .dudtion for all the boys.
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Natur al "rogram
Thore is a d^cidfd foverrent away from the old fashioned form..!
drill type of prorrazn toward the so-called natural type of activity.
""h' 7-. natural program is concerned with the activities classified
es si- pie play -and gsmes, athletic sports, fundamental skills, individu:il
and self-t ^sting activities, dramatic activities such as dancing nnd drama-
tic p-mes , and corrective gymnastics. The contents of the natural pro-
cx- >::s • •• • • inly ictivities suafe ui play, gamea, rthletlea, stunts
,
tumbling,
skills, pr ctice, d-.ncing ind exercises on apparatus. The material is
planned so that the learning would result in securing desirable attitudes
and habits of conduct -jlong with skill and organic development.
In the natural program Bare is taken to assure a close relation-
ship betr*eon gy: nastic drill and real activity. It was felt that natural
gymnastics -"re s perior to formal rytr.naot.es in that '-he forner has a
direct c I ry-ovor value to the game, 3tunt, or athletic activity ;nd is not
considered as an end in itself.
It was doubtful if formal gymnastlOB had the same euucutional
value as n-.tural gymnast ics when the appeal to native interest, carry-over
value to other activities, soci lizia^ influence, aaa health are considered.
However, te ,ch rs of physical education feel that formal gymnastics should
not be ab-.ndoned.
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Basis for Varking
The basis for mar- ing pupils in physical eouc^tion, is in other
academic subjects, h s not been uniform. There exists no standard r, it od
of marking pupils compared to other school subjects. The b sis for gr ding
has a wide variation, h <rdly any two grading methods being alike and based
on the same factors. The factors considered in computing the m-irKS ranged
from a complicated aw :rd system to rat re regularity of attendance. The
marks themselves havinr little value except to indicate to the pupils -md
others the teacher's opinion of the students' work.
n inventory of com-n practices used by physical education
teachers in giving grades to pupils s^o^s tr>at a large percentage base
thair grades on several of t v c following:
1. .ttendance
2. ttitude toward the activity
3. interest
4. Conduct in class
5. .enlevement in physical skills or in game skills
6. Effort
7. Improvement
To few teachers, achievement ti.sts -re of rreat value because
they 3arve the important purpose of establishing basis for mirks in
physical education, when grades are demanded. Aiso the results can be
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used to justify students* prides.
Theoretically, marVs Mtn individual progress in subject matter;
but if the record of ill these oth r factors must show in one mark, which
seems well niph impossible, achievement tests are the o ly means of record-
ing progress objectively. They serve the further purpose for directing
the physical instructor's judgment toward better balance.
A basis for marking pupils in physical education has been develop-
1
ed by the Iprinpfield rublic "chools which consists of the following:
1. tt :ndance
2. Effort or spirit
3. rosture
4. ccomplishment
The following ration was suggested:
1. Attendance 35
2. Effort 35
3. "osture 15
4. ccomplishm-'nt 15
100
The practice of marking pupils on conditions that may be beyond
their control is open to just criticism.
It should be possible for any pupil regardless of physical
handicaps to obtain I ranking of "B".
1. Springfield, Mass., Physical education, Public Schools, Springfield, Mass.
1929.
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"emonstrations
The use of demonstrations, piny days, field days, and athletic
carnivals are planned and arrange- because the schools find it desirable
to let the public know what they -re doing. 7rom fifteen schools visited.,
but four schools do not hold some form of exhibition for the parents and
taxpayers. These pupil demonstrations provide definite achievement
goals for teacher and pupils. They permit large nur.bers to take part;
and this indirectly gives publicity and support to their erogram, because
parents and taxpayers attend the demonstrations in large numbers.
It was found during the survey while schools -?ere practicing for
their demonstrations, three schools -sere plannin - on presenting a program
not an outgrowth of regular clas3 and gymnasium ' ork but of unrelated
material. The practicing for the ^vent used up -i large part of the school
year, which is unjustified. Boys were learning to swing Indian clubs, ;nd
wends, yet the activity was not riven to the clasoes as a unit.
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Summary
(1) The programs as measured by the criteria drawn up with the
idea of shoeing how many of the present physical education programs cm be
better developed so they will measure more objectively the educational
objectives of a worthwhile arogram shows that the present programs can be
greatly improved.
(2) The procedure of .measuring the elements of a school's physi-
cal c^duCTtion "set-up" and of assuming a close correlation between the
"set-up" and progress of the students tends to show that the better the
"set-up" the great r are the chances that the pupils will make progress.
(3) Physical education is not receiving the full approval of
school administrators. This may be partly due to the fact that physical
education thus far has not proved its value in m ny programs md the
school administrators have not given physical education a chance to treat
the pupils according to tho needs of individual differences.
(4) From this study of these program the fol3o ing suggestions are
designed to make the programs more worthwhile in their development and to
enable them to measure more object ively:-
1. Tests and meusurer-.ents in physical education should
be further developed so value of instruction of in-
structor can be better determined.
2. dapt physical education program to individual needs
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of the pupils.
3. ~ched 1I0 physical education first.
4. Set-up definite aims --and objectives to seek specific
outcome
.
5. "ecord of pupil's outside activities.
6. Organize better programs.
7. Base programs upon educational procedure - make for
progressive graded lesson plans.
8. Have activity periods of at least sixty rrlnutos
duration and at least four periods per week.
S. develop recreational leisure time attitude.
10. rrovide larger intramural programs
11. Vorc corrective and preventive gymnastic programs.
12. Data secured from health examinations to be used
to great r advantage.
13. ^old classes out-of-doors whan possible.
14. TTnieS3 followed by a shower, no strenuous activity
should be f-iven.
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Constructive ^ pgram for a Junior High School
A program of physical education should consist of activities
adapted to the individual needs, interests, and abilities of each child,
intelligently directed by the teacher.
The program should be based upon the individual differences of
pupils 38 revealed by all the various types of examinations and tests re-
corded within the school. This means a classification of pupils according
to their growth and development status. \ grouping like this would elimin-
ate the common practice of grouping pupils together who have the s?me
free peried. . method of avoiding existing conditions f?ould be to v?rite
physical education on the stident's program first.
In oroer to classify pupils at least three factors are essential.
The most logical factors are school grade, health examination, and a con-
sideration of individual difference. in motor or physical capacity of
pupils i ithin \ given grade.
To provide program ~iakers • ith the information, physical examina-
tions whenever possible should be given in the spring term previous to
entering Junior High School md before the clos i of school term in the
seventh, ftlghftk and ninth grades. The grouping of the pupils can be deter-
mined by pivini? them a health examination and physical capacity tests.
Certain pjrts cm best be given by the physicians, dentist or nurse, while
other parts can best be given by the physical director. "From the records
secured in co-operation they can determine the extent and frequency of
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ex nin it ions.
The health examination covers two separate examinations which
are the medical and physical, and the sensory teats. The most important
is the medical examination by a physician who determines (1) the presence
of disease or defects which mi^ht interfere with normal growth and develop-
ment (2) disease which endangers the health of other pupils (3) disease
which prevents pupils from taking full advantage of the opportunities
offered in school for educational progress.
The medical ex irin rs should certify as to a pupil's fitness to
un ergo future strength t^sts and enter into active participatl n in sports,
athletics, and strenuous ctivities. The diagnoses found will -assist
physical educators ;ind other school officials to make the b*st U3e of the
professional advice.
1
The medical examination should include the following
:
skin spine state of nutrition lungs
eyes arms nervous system heart
nose legs personal history
throat f~et fir.ily history
The resalts should be entered on an accumulative record card with
a rating of intensity of the defects.
A pirt of the health examination is composed of physical and
2
sensory tosts. These are very useful to the physic il director as one
factor to be used in classification of the pupils. The physical director
can conduct these himself, thereby securing first hmd information of each
pupil.
1. Rogers, F.R., Fundamental dministrative Measures in Physic ;1 ducition,
p. 87.
2. "ogers, F.R.
,
Fundarent".l dministrative Measure in Physical cue .t ion,
Chapter DC.
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The test consists of the following:
1. Posture. The two b^st measuring devices are the silhouotto-
graph and the photograph.
2. Feet. Footprints are easily recorded by the pointing of
the feet with a stain and pressing them on absorbent paper
or by the use of a pedograph.
3. Vision is best measured by a standard procedure using
Snellon Symbol charts.
4. Hearing is best measured by a phonandiometer
.
One of the most fundamental of all measures to be applied by
1
physical educators are the physical capacity or strength tests. These
tests should be given only aftar the medical examination, and should have
the me ical examiners certification of the fitness of the pupil to undergo
the teat.
1. Rogers, F.R., ?umdanental dninistrative Treasures in Physical Education,
pp. 109-113.
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Aims and Object ivea
A program to be successful must be based on scientifically se-
lected objectives, ^om a careful study the following objectives were
selected and have been validated by a erroup of selected experts in the
1
field of education.
1. To contribute continue isly to the development of nerve and
organic power, as shown in muscular development, neuro-muscular control,
normal increase in growth, incre sed endurance and rapid recovery from
fatigue
;
2. To contribute to the development of good posture through suit-
able environment, equipment, and activities and bv wholesome attitudes;
3. To develop continuously the fundamental physical skills used
in daily life and in recreational activities, such as running, jumping,
climbing, striking, throwinp, md dodging;
4. To hive, through physical activity, increasing opportunity
for expriance in creative expression, as in developing games, revising
rules, and developing rhythmic plays;
5. To develop continuously skill in, and a wholesome attitude
toward, many natural activities in or er to secure participation in physi-
cal activity d ;rinc leisure time.
1. hite House Conference on Child Health and Protection, The School
Health Program, p. 212.
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.ctivity Trogram
Hoys should hive an opportunity to engage in a 1 urge number of
activities of various types. In order that they may choose wisely those
activities hich they enjoy most and those in which they are likely to
experience success, a certain degree of proficiency in motor skills must
be acquired.
list of activities*
Pall ctivities:
Games and shorts: sppedball, soccer, volley ball,
handball, touch football, games of low organization,
play ground baseball and horse shoes or quoits;
:olf-t -sting activities: boxing, fr e play, stunts
without apparatus, swimming, diving and individual
correctives
;
it-of-3chool activities: hiking, trailing, camping,
recreational clubs, sco iting and hunting,
"inter ctivities:
Games -;nd 3ports : basketball, volley tall, indoor
baseball, handball, swimming, indoor track, gym-
nasium activities, games of low organziation;
Dancing and dramatic activities: at letic dances,
clog dunces, character dances, morris d mces and
sword dances;
1. hite House Conference on Child Health and rrotection, The School
Health Program, p. 212.
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Self-t sting activities: boxinr, wr stling, stunts
with and without apparatus, STrimrinp and diving,
and individual correctives;
Out-of-door ictivitins: skatinc and sleddir^.
Spring .ctivities:
Gamas and saorts: b seball, playground btuwbftll,
volley b ill, handball, horse shoes, track, rel iys
,
r-ine3 of lo- orgmizition and shimming;
Self-testing activities: swimming and diving,
stunts -vith and without apparatus, track and
field sports, shot put, running high Jump,
running broad .lump, standing broad jump, dashes
not over seventy-five yards and individual cor-
rectives
;
Out-of-door ictivities: hiking, trailing, scout-
ing, camping, and recreational clubs.
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Grouping
From the result of medic il examination, 'ind physical, and sen-
sory, - nd c ip city t^sts, the following proups can be made possible into
at least three proupinrs is, corrective, normal and privileged proups.
The assignments to corrective proups can be made as follows:
from tests prepared by the school physicans, from pupils* examination
record cars, and from lists independently prepared by the physic il director.
The list of the physical director should be of deficiencies found
from his physical md sensory test and physical capacity test. In deter-
mining those of physical fitness assirn all pupils below a fifteen percen-
tile in Physical ^itonss Indices ^ to the corrective class. If the num-
bers by various tests erceed the limit which cm be accommodated, with the
help of the physician all those on the physical directors' list should be
stricken from the list except ihost most needinc individual attention.
In the assignment to normal proups all boys not in the corrective
group should be assigned to regalrjr class work. In grades eight and nine
the upp-^r qu rtile of Physical ^itness Indices may be established as a
dividing point. Pupils with r'hysic r-.l Fitness Indices above this level may
be permitted to elect lexers' class activities instead of the regular
program.
"n grade nine the upper quartil* of hysical Fitness Indices should
2
be excused from an required classes.
1. P.oger3, ~.R., Fundamental .dministr itive Measures in "hysic al Education
p. 204.
2. Rogers, F.R. , Fundamental dministrotive "e isurcs in ^hvsical ducation,
p. 193.
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The activities of the physical education prograa should be se-
lected, organized and administered in such a manner that it will be hygienic
from a mental, physical ind emotional point of view.
The schedule, if possible, should prcvidefor biolopic.l require-
ments of the boys. In the past thero h:s bc^en entirely too little time
piven to physical education in school programs.
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Intramural "rogr-im
The amount of time devoted to physical educ ition during each day
is insufficient to satisfy the growth needs of a child. The physical
education activities of the school should be supplemented by long periods
of natural play outside of school hours. One of the functions of the Junior
High ^chool physical education program should be to provide actit ivies
which are natural, spontaneous, and joyous in a suitable environment .nd
with adequate supervision.
The athletic department should have for its aim intramural
sports for every student and should carry on a completely organized pro-
gram attempting to bring every individual into some sport or activity.
A successful intramural program depends on adult leadership with
student raanagoTent and equality between competing teams. The most suc-
essful and effective method of forming squads of equal ability is to use
the scores of stren^h indices found from the physical capacity test pre-
viously ^iven the students and divide them into teams of equal ability.
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Appendix
Beport of tYo Investigation .nd Observation
chool A
L« Number of boys in school £51.
2. Length of periods - grades seven and eight - one psriod of sixty minutes
and one of thirty minutes. Orade nine, thirty rr.inuta periods.
3. Number of periods per week - two.
4. "^ize of largest class - forty. Smallest class - fourteen, .verage
class - twenty-six.
5. To what extent is pro~nm modified to meet individual differences -
assigned to class instruction by year in school md division.
6. How often is a medical examination riven and by .vhom - once a year by
a school ehysician.
7. How often is a nhysical examination given by the physical director -
none.
6. Records kept - medical records :re kept by the school nurse.
To wh' t extent is data used for follow-up purposes - the school nurse
follows up weight for malnutrition cases.
10. 'ethod of administering corrective work - no program attempted.
11. hattest3 and measurements given - none.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program - no intramural pro-
gram. Interscholastic competition.
13. 7 ist of activities taught for leisure time education - tennis, volley
ball, -mi soccer.
1. T ist of the schools has been filed vith adviser.
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14. ~rogram of '.ctivitijs:
Fall - soccer and footbill fundament' Is
'inter - apparatus, tumbling, marching, free exercises, b sketball,
volley b ill, and r m&m of low organisation.
Spring - baseball, track, :nd tennis.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - yes.
16. list of equipment:
Piano 3 tall birs ropes
Things Vaulting box mats
' Tigh b-'.r
Indoor facilities
:
Exercise floor, width sixty- five feet, length seventy-five feet,
height tventy-sevan foet.
T
ockers hive »dequ:icy, safety, sanitation ;nd convenience.
~ho*ers consist of nine water he ids.
Outdoor facilities:
Large playground unbroken by buildings.
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School B
1. v ;.T;ber of boys in school - 553
2. Length of periods - forty minutes.
3. Kumber of p?riods per week - two.
4. "ize largest class - fifty-s^ven. Smallest class - t; irty-one. ^verxr-e
class - forty-four.
5. To what extent is prorrem modified to meet individual difference - only
in that three corrective classes are separated from the group.
6. How often is a medical examination riven - cnce a year by a physician.
7. How often is physical examination riven - four times a year by physical
director which consist of age, height, weight and posture.
8. Pecords kept - yes.
9. To what extent is data used for follow-up work - in checking heirbt,
weight, posture and for correction of physical defecta.
10. f'ethod of administering corrective work - three classes which come twice
a week. The different classes are extremely large with groups of sixty,
sixty-two and sixty-seven boys respectively. The work is almost identi-
Cal for all except in extreme classes.
11. "hat tests end measurements ^iven - achievement tests in skills on
apparatus, in baseball, treck end basketball.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program - no intramural pro-
pram. Interscholastic competition, in football, baseball, soccer end
track. ffort3 are made to develop athletes for the high school.
13. list cf -ctivities taught for leisure time education - dancing, tennis,
track, baseball nd soccer.
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14. "ropr-iL activities:
Fall - soccer Hid foctb 11 fwifltt—Trials,
inter - ippintus, boxing, corrective work, rri- rchinp*, pyramid
building, stunts, free exercises, p ,".:s of lew orgiriz -
tion, t unblinp -.nd wr stling.
Spring - bis -'bill, tnck end tennis.
15. Cl.sses ire held out-of-doors whenever po33ible - yes.
16. " ist of equir^ent:
ten ""its horse spring boird
beet bo^.rd Swedish box
Facilities
:
large pliy field, four tennis courts footbill
soccer baseball
"xercise floor, thirty feet by one hundred feet, height twelve feet.
No lockers. No showers.
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Ichool C
1. Number of boys in -chool - eighty-five
2. Length of periods - seventy-five minutes.
2. Tumber of periods per »eek - one.
4. ^ize of largest class - fifty. Smallest class - twenty-five. mwi
class - tMrty-two.
5. To ^hat extent is program modified to meet individual differences - only
in so fer as serious cases of physical defects are given special ?;ork
by the corrective teacher.
6. How oft ^n is a medical exa~irr tion given - once a year by a school
physician.
7. Hon often is a physical examination riven - twice a year by physical
director who checks pupils' oosture, weight, height and foot conditions.
• 8. Records kept - yes.
9. To what extent is data U3ed for follow-up ^urnoses - a small beginning
was attempted thi3 ye r,to be broadened next year in regard to posture,
•weight and condition of feet.
10. !-*ethod of administering' corrective work - a clinic attempted to care
for serious ohysical defects. The classes were small in number so
individual attention could be piven to each.
11. " hat tosts and measurements given - none.
12. dumber of boys participating in intradural program:
Fall - football - sixty
inter - basketball - sixtv-five
^prinr - track and baseb.il - fifty
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1.3. List of activities taught for leisure time due ;tion - volley tell,
soccer, tig football, baseball, and basketball*
14. Program of activities:
"ostly a play activity program with some formal ork.
Fall - soccer, ftotball, fundament-. Is, volley ball ;nd playground (rn—
inter - health instruction, volley ball, basketball fundamntils, rope
climbing, physical offlolottoj tests, aad games of various types,
"prinp - track and field fundamentals, volley ball .rid b- seb-.ll fundi-
mantals.
15. "lasses h-'ld out-of-d >ors snen possible - yes.
16. T ist of equipment:
ParallaS bar "ats
Indoor f ;cilities
:
Exercise floor width thirty feet, length forty feet, height
twelve feet.
Bd showers. dequate lockers.
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School D
1. Number of boys in school - 140
2. length of periods - forty minutes
3. Number of periods per week - three.
4. Size of largest classe - forty. Smallest clas3 - t.enty-f ive. verage
class - thirty.
5. To what extent is program modified to meet individual difference - only
to the extent those secured by physician.
6. -.an often is a medical examination given - once a year by school physi-
cian.
7. How often is a physical examination riven - once a ye .r by the physical
director.
8. Records kept - medical, yes. "hysic -.1, no.
9* To what extent is data used for follow-up purposes - none.
10. Vethod of administering corrective work - daring class activities pos-
ture stressed and corrective drills are given.
11. h .ttests nd me- sur ;.~ents riven - Porers "hysical opacity Test was
riven this year and a plan to follow-up the results in detail next yeir.
12. Number of boys in intradural ^rogrim:
Fall, - football and soccer - 135.
"inter, - basketball - 100.
Spring, - track and baseball - 125.
13. listing cf activities taught for leisure time education - seasonable
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games of soccer, baseball, basketball and track.
14. Trogram of activities:
Flail, - soccer and touch football.
rinter , - apparatus on I'ondays and Fridays consisting o? for- J " or>.
Game program on " ednesdays which consists of gsmes of low
organization.
Sprin?, - track and baseball.
15. Classes held out-of-doors Aherc possible - yes.
16. list of equipment consists of three mats, parallel bar and vaulting b ,r.
Indoor facilities
:
Exercise floor is srmll assembly hill approximately,
ixty feet sqaere.
No showers.
No lockers.
Outdoor facilities:
Large playground unbroken by buildings containing two acres.
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School 1
1. Number of boys in school - 250
2. length of periods - fiftv-five minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - four for grades seven and eight, two for
grade nine.
4. ~ize of largest class - fifty-two. -mallost class - thirty-nir.e. .ver-
age class - forty-five.
5. To what extent is program .modified to meet individu ;1 differences - only
to attempt correction of serious physic il dafect3 by . corrective clinic.
6. How oftnn is a medical examination riven - once a ye jr by the school
physician.
7. How often is a physical examination given - the physical director does
not ^ive physical eliminations.
e. Records kept - yes.
9. To what extent is data used for folio -* up purposes - to determine those
pupils needing corrective work ;nd thair improvement.
10. "ethod of administering corrective work - in a corrective clinic by a
special corrective teacher with small classes.
11. "hat tests and measurements given - as an incentive in game skills,
ability tests on achievement tests are given at intervals during the
year.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program:
Fill - soccer, touch football and victory ball - 200.
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inter, basketball - 220
Spring - baseball, trick md swatball - 180.
13. List of activities taught for leisure time education - dancing, b .seball
track, touch football and gir.es of low organization.
14. Frogram of activities:
Fall - soccer, touch football and victory bell.
Winter - ipparatus, boxinp, dancing, oyramid building, stunts, tumbling,
wrestling, games of low organization, free exercises and march-
ing.
Spring - baseball, trick nnd swatball.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - yes.
16. T ist of equipment:
pi mo horse climbing ropes
mat 8 parallel bar rings
horizontal bar stall bars ladder
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor width sixty feet, length eighty feet, height twenty
feet.
Rest room.
Corrective room.
•dequate lockers which hid sanitation and conveniences.
Adequate shoer facilities.
Outdoor facilities:
Flayfield consisting of two acres unbroken by buildings :nd fenced in.
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"chool 7
1. Number of boys in school 256
2. Length of periods - forty-five minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - two.
4. 7ize of largest class - fifty-one. Imillest class - thirty. Average
class - thirty-six.
5. To what extent is progr:ur. modified to meet individual difference - only
for t- ose receiving corrective work.
6. How often is I medical elimination riven - once a year by school physi-
cian.
7. TIo* often is a physic ll examination riven - twice a year by the physical
director.
6, Records kept - yss.
9. To what extent is data used for follow-up nurposes - to determine pupils
needinr corrective activities.
10. v'ethod of administering corrective work - once a week a class meets for
individuel instruction, their ne«ds having been determined in cases of
poor posture by the use of photograph, "osture is stressed in class
ictivities to the extent that it is ne irly two-thirds of the. inter pro-
gram.
11. het tests ind measurements riven - use of photography in determining im-
provement in posture.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural prorron:
Fall - soccer - 88.
"inter - bandb-.ll - 50.
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sSpring - track and baseball - 200.
13. list of activities taught for leisure time education - handball, volley
ball, soccer -md track.
14. PlUgiaa of activities
:
Full - soccer and tap football.
Winter - inform 1 game program, posture work apnaratus, tumbling,
stants, indoor tr :Ck ir.d basketball fundamont ill
.
Sprint - track.
15. niaases b-ld out-of-doors when possible - yes.
16. T ist of equipment:
mat a
parallel bar
Indoor facilities
:
Exercise floor forty feet by forty feet when used in conjunction
with girla, separately width forty feet, length eighty feet and
height twenty-five feet.
"ho^er facilities inadequate.
lowers inadequate.
Outdoor facilities:
Large playground but not attached to school grounds, approximately
three hundred yards distance from school buildings.
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"chool
1. Number o? boys in 3Chool - 280.
2. length of periods - sixty minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - two for grades seven md eight, one for
grade nine
4. Largest class - thirty five, ^mallest class - twelve. .verape class -
twenty-five.
5. To what extent is proprum modified to meet individual differences - only
to the extent that those .rith minor physical defects do special corrective
work by themselves durinc regular activity period during the winter term.
6. How often is a me icsl examination given - once a year by a school physi-
cian.
7. How often is a physical examimtion ^iven - once a ye s by physical direc-
tor and oftener for defective pupils.
8. He cords Kept - yes.
9. To wh^t extent is data used for follow-up purposes - to determine if those
with minor physical defect show improvement.
10. Method of administering corrective work - pupils with physical defects do
assigned corrective work during regular assigned activity period.
11. hat tests and measurements piven - muscular measurement of the biceps.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program -
Fall - footbill 100 boys fully equipped, four organized teams hich
later in season hnve interscholastic competition with other
schools in a league.
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"'inter - basketb:ll-126
"prinp - bnseball * 120.
13. list of activities taught for leisure tine education - cuoits, volley
ball, box hockey, speed ball.
14. rrogr-m of activities:
Fall - touch football and football fandamontu Is
.
"inter - apparatus, corrective work, free exercises, gas-.es of low
organization, nnrchinp, stunts, volley bill, and tumbling.
°>prinf - tnck and tur.blinp.
15. Clashes h Id out-of-doors when possible - yes.
16. T 1st of equipment:
?/ats Climbinr ropes
Pings Parallel bars
Outdoor facilities:
Play space of one and one-h-lf acres, unbroken by buildinps.
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor, width thirty feet, length sixty-five feet, height
fourteen feet.
'ockers do not have convenience but have sanitation, s ,fety md
adequacy.
Shower room not adequate, three water he ids md snail in size.
Internal arrangements are very poor,
t times it is necessiry for boys to use lunch room to exercise in
when period conflicts with rirls class.
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School H
1. Number of boys in school - 455.
2. Length of periods - forty-five minutes.
2. Number of periods p^r .vfiok - tv. o.
4. "ize cf largest class - fifty-three. Smallest class - thirty-eight
.
Average class - forty-two.
5. To vh ^t extent is program modified to meet individual differences -none.
The classes do not meet regularly together for both their periods each
week. The ass ipmmnt to classes is largely irregular periods left ifter
rest of pupil* 8 program is made up.
6. Fow oft^n is a medic .1 examination Piven - once i year by the school
physician.
7. ^ow oft^n is a physical examination given - once a year - the physical
director does not five examinations.
8. Records kept - yes.
cj. To What extent is flata used for follow-up urposes - none.
10. '""ethod of administering corrective work - not attempted.
11. hat test3 and measurements riven - achievement test on skills.
12. Number of boys participating in intradural program - basketball 80.
12. list of activities taught for leisure time education - seasonal sports;
baseball, track, b sketball, soccer and touch football
14. "ropram of activities:
Fall - soccer :nd touch football.
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Winter - apparatus, marching, stunts, free exercises, tumbling and
wrestl ing.
~pring - baseball und track.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - no.
16. list of equipment:
Pijno Parallel bars
H'ats Horse
Indoor facilities:
;xercise floor width forty feet, lenrth savcr.ty feet.heirht thirty
feet.
T ockers hnve convenience, safety and idequicy, but not sanitation.
Shower room h^s ten weter he'\ds but seldom used ia drainage is poor.
Outdoor facilities:
Large unbroken playground cent-lining four acres.
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School I
1. Number of boys in school - 195,
2. length of periods - forty-five nunutes.
3. Number of periods per wetk - two.
4. ~ize of largest class - forty-five. Smallest class - thirteen. ver-
age class - thirty-five.
5. To what extent is program modified to meat individual differences - none,
^tudents assigned to classes by year in school and largely irregular
periods left after rest of program is made up. Classes do not meet
regal .rly together for both of their periods each week.
6. TTow often is a medic al examination given - only e.t request of class in-
structor or p .rent.
7. How often is a physical examination given - only at requast of parent.
6. "Records kept - no.
«. To what extent is data used for follow-up purposes - none.
10. "ethod of administei ing corrective work - no attennt made to carry out
this program.
11. hat te3ts _nd measareznents riven - none.
12. Numb r of boys participating in intramural program -
Fall - football - 20.
Winter - basketball - 40.
"prir.p - track and baseball - .0.
13. T i3t of activities taught for 1-isure time education - volley ball,
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baseball :nd track.
14. Program of activities:
Tall - football, relay gum, fltmwi of low organization.
i-t°r - basketball fund T.t Is, basketball, Vollay hall,
"prin^ - fornl exercises on apparatus, tumbling! indoor baseball
and track.
15. Classes held cut-of-doors vh n possible - impossible, no play yard.
16. I ist of equipment.
Three mats T'ings
^orse Climbing ropes.
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor, width thirty-five feet, length sixty-five feet,
heip^t eighteen feet.
Lookers do not have convenience, adequacy, sanitation or safety.
Outdoor facilities:
Mo play yard.
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c:chool J
1. Nomber of boys in school - 246.
2. Length of periods - forty-five minutes.
3. Number of periods p^r week - two.
4. largest class - sixty-two. °m-llest diss - twentv-three. .vorage
class - forty-ei^ht.
5. To whit extent is urogram modified to meet individual differences - none.
6. ^ow oft^n is a medical examin ition given - once a ye .r by a school physi-
c i in
.
7. How often is a physical examination given - three times a year which
consists of examination of feet ; nd posture.
8. Records kept - yes.
9. To what extent is data used for follow-up purposes - none.
10. "ethod of administering corrective work - a special proup meets once a
week.
11. "hat tests and measurements <?iven - none.
12. Number of boys participating in intradural prorrim -
Fall - football - 170
Winter - basketball - 216.
Spring - baseball - 180.
13. list of activities t -:u^ht for leisare time education - spud, volley ball,
b iseb 11.
14. Program of activities:
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Fall - football fund mentals
"'inter - tumbling, basketball skills, free exorcises, rames of low
organization, wand and dum-bell drills, marching, and calis-
thenics.
Sprins? - b :3eball ;nd track.
15. Classes hold out-of-doors rhen possible - yes.
16. List of equipment:
Vaulting box Wands
":ts Dumb-bells
Indoor facilities:
xerciso floor, idth forty-five feet, length on? hundred twenty feet,
height twanty-two feet.
Lookers hid e nvenienca, sanitation, 3af<=ty and adequacy,
iho.vers were adequate,
"utdoor facilities:
^enc^d in playground unbroken by buildings.
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School K
I. Number of boys in school - 155.
2. length of periods - forty minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - two.
4. "ize of largest ftlaM - fortv-two. Smallest class - twenty-nine.
• verage clsss - thirty-one.
5. To whit extent is program modified to meet individual differences - none.
The boys and girls are not separateA* they are in the KM classes re-
ceiving same instruction and doing the same activities. The pupils are
grouped for class instruction on a basis of year in school and division.
C. ^ow often is a medical examination riven - only when requested by physi-
cal instructor and home room teacher.
7. How often is a physical examination riven - the weight and height are
taken every month.
8. records kept - none except weight and heipht.
9. To whit extent is data used for follow-up purposes - •-'eight and heipht
checked for malnutrition.
10. Method of edministering corrective work - none attempted.
II. That tests ^nd measurements riven - none.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program -
Fell - no program.
"inter - fifty boys in an intramural league. it close of league a
team is picked to represent the school in interscholastic
competition.
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Sprint - thirty boys in b 3eb -11.
13. List of activities taught for leisure time education - volley ball,
baaebatll and basketball.
14. Program of activities:
pparatus, tumbling, free exercises, march inr, basketball md speed
ball.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - no.
16. List of equipment:
Long horse '-'ive mats
Parallel bar.
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor, ridth forty-five feet, length fifty feet and height
twelve feet.
No showers.
lockers inadequate and not convenient.
Outdoor facilities:
Playground badly broken by buildings.
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School L
1. Number of boys in school - 260.
2. LMgth of periods - 3ixty minutes.
3. Number of periods par week - two.
4. Largest class - sixty-eight, "mallost class - thirty-five, vorage
•2*M - forty-five.
5. ""o vb t extent is program modified to meet individual differences - none.
6. How often is medical examination .<*iven - once a year by a physician.
7. How often is a physical examination riven - twice a yoar by physical
director.
8. R cords kept - yes.
9. To what extent is data used for follo'v-up purposes - none.
10. ''ethod of '.dninisterin^ corrective vrork - special class once a week
with identical .ork for all.
11. hat tests 9ttA reasurements given - none.
12. ?:umb r of boys participating in intramural program -
Fill - football - 160.
Winter - basketball - 220.
Spring - baseball - 110.
13. Tist of activities taught for leisure ti e recreation education - spud,
volley ball, and baseball.
1 . "rogrim of activities:
Fall - football fundamentals.
Winter - tumbling, marching, wand drills, free exercises, formal
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calistohnics and marching.
Spring - track -.nd gaaes of low organization.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - no.
15. List of equipment:
Ma s Wands
Dumb-bells Baaketballa
Volley balls Indoor baseballs
"orse
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor, sidth fifty feet, length seventy-five feet, height
tl nty-seven feet.
Lockers have adequacy, safety, sanitation and convenience.
Out
a
jor facilities:
large playground unbroken by buildings but owing to closeness of
matter school, activities :re curtailed because of interferring with
the other school.
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chool M
1. Number o" bovs in school - 600.
2. length of periods - forty-five minutes.
5« Number of periods per week - two.
4. Size of largest class - fifty-five. Snullost class - thirty. Werage
class - thirty-five.
5. To what extent is program modified to meet individaal differences - none.
6. How oftsn is a rredical examination given - once a year by school hysi-
cian.
7. Fow often is physical exonin tion given - twice a year by physical
director, v?Mch consists of T°ight, height, and body -osture.
8. F.e cords kept - yes.
9. To >hat extent is data used i^or follow-up purposes - school nurse in
checking malnutrition crses.
10. Vethod of administering corrective jirork - during class activities
posture stressed.
11. "'hat tests and measurements riven - none.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural program -
7 11 - football and soccer - 80.
Sinter - basketball - 90.
"prin? - track and baseball - GO.
13. list of activities taught for leisure time recreation - seas nable garies
of soccer, touch football, basketball, b iseball and track.
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14. Proprar of activities:
Fall - soccer, football fundamentals , touch football md pl-,ypround
games.
Winter - wrestling, apparatus exercise, marchinp, pines of low organi-
zation, b -isketball fundament sis , indoor baseball.
15. Classes held out-of-doors when possible - yes.
16. Tist of eqUpment:
I'ats Pin^s
Horse Climbing ropes
Ind:or facilities:
Exercise flcor width fifty faet, lenpth seventy feet, height twenty-
seven feet.
Showers adequate.
Lockers inadequate in number.
Outdoor facilities:
Larpe fenced in playground.
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School N
1. Number of boys in school - 62.
2. Length of periods - forty-five minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - two.
4. ize of largest class - forty- Smallest class - thirty-eight. ver rige
class - thirty-nine.
5. To what extent is program mcr.ified to meet individual differences - none.
6. How often is medical examination given - once a year by school physician
7. now oft^n is a physical examination given - once a yoar in conjunction
with medical examination.
8. Records kept - yes.
To what extent is data used for follow-up purposes - school nurse follows
up defects as best whe can md suggests exercises and other information.
10. ?'ethod of administering corrective work - school nurse.
11. "hat t°sts and measurements riven - achievement tests.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural arogram -
'inter-basketball - 40.
13. T ist of activities trught for leisure time education - basketball, soccer,
;nd horse shoe pitching.
14. Program of activities:
Fall - tag football and soccer league.
Vvinter - bisketball skills, relays gMMS, basketball learue, calis-
thenics, apparatus .tumbling, -nd stunts.
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Spring - achieverent tests and class lo ague in soft baseball
15. Classes held out-of-doors vban possible - yoc.
lfi. List of equipment:
Fats Climbing ropes Parallel b .r
High bear 1-Ur.gs Chest weights
pring board
Indoor facilities:
Zxex-cisa floor - sidth forty-five feet, length sixty feet, height
t nty-eight feet.
Shavers adequate
lockers adequate.
Outdoor facilities:
Small fer.ced in playground unsuited for play activities.
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'chool
1. Hunter of boys in school - 230.
2. length of periods - seventy-five minutes.
3. Number of periods per week - one.
4. Size of largest class - fifty-five. Smallest olass- thirty-five.
verege class - forty.
5. To what extent is program modified for individual differences - in
Junior 'Ugh School athletics, boys are divided into groups according
to th^ir weight.
6. How often is a medical examination given - once a year by school physi-
cian.
7. Row often is a physical examination given - t^ice a year by physical
director who checks pupil's posture, weight, height and foot conditijns.
8. Pecord3 kept - yes
9. To what extent is data used for follow-up purposes - remediable defects
are noted on cards and memoranda given to school nurse who follows up
the casas ^nd does all that cm be done to have those defects removed.
10. ?ethod of administering corrective work - a clinic attempted to care
for serious physical defects. The classes were small in number so in-
dividual attention could be given each.
11. hat ests jnd measurements given - physical effici»3ncy tests.
12. Number of boys participating in intramural progr.im -
Tall - football - 150
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Winter - basektball - 100.
Spring - Daseball - 125.
The boys in each sport play on intramural schedule and later on
inter-school schedule is played, .it the end of each sport season
-i scarce is played bet??een n ill heavy-weight team of junior high
schools and the high school reserves.
13. list of activities taught for leisure time education - basketball,
volley ball, soccer, tag football.
14. Trogr of activities:
T'ostly a play activity program with some formal v;ork.
Fall - soccer, football fundamentals, volley ball and playground games.
Winter - health instruction, basketball fundamentals, rope climbing,
phvsical efficiency tests and games of various types.
Spring - track, field fundamentals and baseball fundamentals.
15. Classes held o^t-of-rioors when possible - yes.
16. List of equipment:
Parallel bars *'ats Climbing ropes
Indoor facilities:
Exercise floor, width forty-five feet, length seventy feet, height
twenty-five feet. dequate lockers and showers.
Outdoor facilities:
T :rge playground.
I
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